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Material | Adventure
13 - 31 October 2014
London, England

With the generous support of the RISD Grad Studies|Grant I traveled to
London, England to deepen my thesis research of material libraries. This
opportunity allowed me to visit the resources that inspired my enthusiasm
for materials and to challenge the questions I posed in my thesis research,
How we, artists and designers, learn from materials in the context of
the library? The sources explored within this book highlight a growing
community of academic and research based material collections in London,
along with some exceptional exhibitions of materials and process in the
context of the museum and archive.
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September 2013 | The Intent
When I began my thesis year I was determined to complete a project that
would allow me to explore my ideas through making, by experimenting
with materials, inventing new processes, and challenging the way objects
and users interact. ‘Anticipating Wear’ was my subject and according to my
first semester review:

I will begin my research by conducting experiments designed to examine
patterns of wear accumulated by objects worn on the body. I will consider
these observations through three different lenses: aesthetic, environmental
impact, and biomechanics in order to design new wearable concepts
that foster a more meaningful relationship between a person and their
possessions, physical environment, and health.
This thesis concept had all the ingredients for a strenuous semester of
research, or so I though. But largely I spent that time flailing, unsure of what
to do and how to get started.
January 2014 | The Turning Point
Fast forward to Wintersession, I was enrolled in an intensive course,
‘Augmented Body’ which explored the convergence of apparel, architecture,
and digital media on the body. Seemingly the perfect course for the thesis
I was perusing. However, I spent five weeks struggling to find a direction in
both my thesis research and my work for the class. Instead I was consumed
by material experiments, concocting new mediums with thermochromic
properties and applying them to textiles and other flexible surfaces.
Frustrated with my progress, or lack thereof, I started to question my thesis
12
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intent and why I was so interested in the area I determined.
January 28th, 2014 | Wintersession
We received the annual email from Grad Studies announcing the GS
Grants. This was my opportunity for reflection. I began to think about the
experiences I had at RISD, thus far, and how they were shaping my graduate
education. In short, I was spending an inordinate amount of time around
materials in an entirely unfamiliar context, the library. I started working in
RISD’s Materials Resource Center (MRC) my first semester of school and it
wasn’t long before I became obsessed. My studio practice was consumed
with insisting design was best articulated through making and making
materials seemed to be my niche. It didn’t take long for me to wonder what
a material library in my own studio might look like. Among the stacks of
raw materials, wood, leather and shelves of liquid mediums there would be
a mountain of material experiments that combined all of these common
resources. It was with this though that I applied for a grant to curate an
exhibition of student-made materials samples. Supported by the Academic
Commons Program, I put out a call for submissions asking students to “cut”
a sample from their own work to submit as a material for the collection.
Materials + Process opened in Spring 2013 showcasing 63 new materials
made by RISD students. This exhibition culminated in an inaugural juried
collection of 10 student-made material samples for the MRC.
February/March 2014 | The Intersection
In writing my GS Grant proposal I began to compare the studio experience
to that of the material library. Challenging how students could benefit form
materials they can observe but not use, or simply, How do we learn from
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materials in the context of the library?. Sifting through these ideas resulted in
two things, a completed proposal and a new thesis intent. Material Potential
became the subject and making the vehicle. If working in our studios reveals
the potential of a material—the transformation it can make, the form it can
take, and the new composites we can create—how can we introduce this
language of process, critical thinking and making to activate and challenge a
material—and a maker’s—potential within the context of the library?
The goal of Material Potential | Recontextualizing the Material Library was to
challenging the associations, applications and arrangements of the material
library. Explored in depth through the thesis process I focused on how one
could best navigate the taxonomy of a material library through spontaneity
and curiosity. Overcoming the arrangement of like materials paired together
to source ideas for unexpected new materials. I spent a good part of my
thesis examining the concept of happenstance. This was explored through
my personal history and the material navigation process I created that
encourages the most unlikely combinations of materials by collecting,
arranging and annotating their emotional, associative and logical qualities.
May 2014 | The Segue
Upon completing my thesis and graduating from RISD I was offered a job
that combined all of the interests I gain and expanded on as a student (even
those I did not pursue in my thesis): design, material research, aesthetics,
biomechanics and exploring ideas through making. I am a Functional
Apparel Designer at the Wyss Institute for Biologically Inspired Engineering
at Harvard University working in the Biorobotics Platform, Biodesign Lab on
textile based exo-suits and other wearable robotics. I explore and challenge
Material Potential every day as I employ textiles to perform as rigid structures
14
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while remaining soft and compliant against the body. I am consumed with
material research and material development as I seek efficient ways to
classify and catalog the materials I am inspired by and those I use.
October 2014 | The Synthesis
I took a leave of absence form my work to complete the travel component
of my GS Grant. For three weeks I visited 7 material libraries in London along
with several additional destinations outlined in my supplemental report. I
reached out to contacts I made throughout my time at RISD from the MRC
and beyond. But once I arrived in London I continued to make more and
more connections. Crediting some chance meetings to happenstance,
the network I was able to reach was astounding. Of the resources I visited I
was most drawn to the Institute of Making, their collection and accessibility
mirrors the objective of my thesis research. Curiosity and complexity are
examined in this resource from multiple perspectives material science,
psychophysical design aesthetics and production. Materials in a multiple
forms, from products to harvested samples, are displayed without
classification or categorization, which fosters open-ended curiosity and play.
In addition, material research and making literally come together in this
space, which is part library and part workshop.
Experiencing so many different material collections in London validates the
efforts of my research. The best way to view and understand materials—
what they are, where we find them and why we choose them in the context
of the library lives within an undefined taxonomy. This organic arrangement
highlights the unique qualities of materials when juxtaposed against other
objects of unique material quality.
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SUSTAINABLE | MATERIAL LIBRARIES

Rematerialise | Material Considerations, Scotland
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Sustainable Libraries
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Rematerialise | Eco Smart Materials

The Sustainable Material Library at Kingston University London
Jakki Dehn, Founder and Former Project Director
www.rematerialise.org
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I had the good fortune of meeting Jakki Dehn in my second semester at
RISD, she was invited by the Furniture Department to give a talk about
Rematerialise a sustainable material library at Kingston University in London..
I was enthralled by the resource she created and remained in contact with
Jakki throughout my time at RISD.
Rematerialise and the supplemental online resource is composed of
materials that have an economic benefit or reduced environmental impact
compared to their commercial equivalent. Recycled materials take on a
new definition and aesthetic in the context of this collection, as seen in the
images on the following pages.
Jakki has since left the library she created, though we connected throughout
my time in London. I met with her counterpart Richard Trupp at the
University to visit to the library as well as the workshops and studios of
the art and design departments. I was able to explore the collection of
over 1,200 sustainable materials, which have been cataloged based on a
construction system, Uniclass. The Unified Classification for the Construction
Industry or Uniclass system categorizes materials by their content and
application. A renowned materials expert in London, who has consulted
widely on materials and material libraries for numerous companies Margaret
Pope, recommended this method.
Jakki found challenges in maintaining this collection as well as challenges in
classifying materials based on the guidelines of Uniclass. Within the library
each sample has a home and labels appear on the sample itself as well as in
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the drawer it belongs. Jakki found that students were reluctant to explore
the collection outside of materials on shelves, those in direct exposure,
instead of opening each individual drawer.
I found the experience of this collection to be much like that of an archive.
Contrary to rummaging in an open and accessible resource like many of the
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others visited this arrangement asks the visitor to know what it is they are
looking for when they come in. However lacking in accessibility the creative
inspiration is unlimited. Materials are exhibited in various forms of process
and refinement, along with samples of students’ experiments and corporate
partnership projects. For example the four images of scallop shell materials
above, which illustrate the shells from pieces to a fine particles which is used
for plastering walls.

Rematerialise
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Materials are easily searched by online catalog using type, character, and
application search terms. Once selected materials that match are listed with
their Environmental Benefits and Current Application, selecting an individual
material will lead to the Company Address and Variations. See reference
above and to the right.
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Rematerialise
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Material Considerations | A Library of Sustainable Building Materials
Architecture + Design Scotland
www.ads.org.uk/sust and www.thegreendirectory.org
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I went on a short weekend trip to Scotland to visit the Glasgow School of Art,
a school that unfortunately caught fire in early 2014 damaging the original
Mackintosh building that housed the archive and library among many
studios. While walking through the small city of Glasgow I happened upon
The Lighthouse, another Mackintosh building that is home to Scotland’s
Centre for Architecture and Design. Inside this turret shaped building is
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a sustainable material resource, Material Considerations. I was delighted
to find this comprehensive resource open to the public. Unlike the other
resources I have researched this library does not have its own database
or daily staff. It is fully self navigated (though parallel material information
can be found via “The Green Directory” a database of sustainability in
architecture compiled by the Scottish Ecological Design Association).
The library exists to promote low carbon and sustainable building materials
that can be sourced locally for use in construction and interiors. The library
is laid out in a similar manor to Rematerialise with materials catalogued in
individual drawers. Two things in particular stand out in this collection: the
unique cataloguing system and the individual iconography leaflet available
for each sample. Valuable information for each sample is included in this
unique code: material, state, origin, type, and item number and the provided
reference sheet is even more comprehensive, see images to follow.
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ARCHITECTURE | MATERIAL LIBRARIES

Foster + Partners | Materials Council
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Architecture Libraries
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Foster + Partners | Materials Library
George Fereday, Materials Researcher
www.fosterandpartners.com

Through my connection with Jakki Dehn fonder of Rematerialise, I was
introduced to George Fereday, Materials Researcher at Foster + Partners an
international architecture and integrated design firm also based in London.
This phenomenally large practice houses an equally enormous materials
collection. Though kept under wraps and away from public access (no
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photos allowed) I was able to sneak in for a brief tour with George. I was only
in this monumental space long enough to glimpse at its vast collection.
Materials were meticulously divided on towering uniform shelves. One
half of the room dedicated to largely traditional materials and the other
innovative. Perhaps the world’s largest material library, each sample is
cataloged in a database that is also accessible via QR code and divided by
type of material: mineral, metal, wood, etc. and further by process: cast,
extruded, laminated, etc.
I am grateful to George for taking the time to briefly meet with me; he
was also kind enough to introduce me to his former colleague and fellow
materials enthusiast Ian Hunter. Ian is a cofounder of the up and coming
material resource, Materials Council also headquartered in London.

Foster + Partners
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Materials Council | Materials Library
Ian Hunter, Materials Researcher
www.materialscouncil.com

Materials Council is comprised of the two councilors, Ian Hunter and his
partner Brad Turner. They are both specialists in the field of materials and
their applications in the built environment.
Ian was a wealth of information in piecing together the long history of
material libraries in London, as he has been involved with many of the
local resources. Allegedly the Royal College of Art (RCA) had the first-ever
material library in the form of a color swatch library. Materials Council is also
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responsible for a “Material Lab” exhibition at the Design Museum in London,
which showcases the plethora of materials designers have to choose from
when manufacturing new products. This hands-on experience was like a
mini materials library. Images from my visit to the Design Museum can be
seen on page 52.
As a fellow industrial designer we shared experiences that brought us
from design studies to the world of material research. This was an inspiring
resource to discover because in its infancy the Materials Council is carving
its way through the immense needs for careful material considerations.
Ian notes, “a library is only valuable if it’s maintained”, which has been a
challenge revealed by all the collections I have visited to date. This begs the
question, how to do material libraries stay relevant?

Materials Council
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PUBLIC | MATERIAL LIBRARIES

SCIN Gallery | Material Lab
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Public Material Libraries
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Material Lab | Johnson Tiles

Materials Studio for Architects & Designers
www.material-lab.co.uk
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Material Lab
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Material Lab is a public resource for a community to access and discover
new materials for architecture and design. Partner with Johnson Tile, a
leading UK manufacturer of ceramic tiles, this materials collection spans
from traditional to innovative materials. Available for take-away are small
uniform swatches of various tiles, laminates, paint colors, and surfaces. See
the grass green cut pile carpet tile at the beginning of this book.

Material Lab
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SCIN Gallery | Materials Library
Annabelle Filer, Owner
www.scin.co.uk

Four floors are filled with gallery spaces for interiors, architecture and new
materials along with an extensive material collection. There are thousands of
samples in this collection and SCIN Gallery owner Annabelle Filer strives to
collect materials that are relevant to the disciplines of architecture, design,
footwear, fashion and beyond. Rummaging through bins of etch and rout,
woven metal and decorative finishes confirms this. Annabelle is in the
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process of launching a new online catalog that will showcase the collection
that is also open to the public without membership. Samples can be
loaned for a small fee and there is a constant flux of students from the area
institutions visiting the collection.
What I enjoyed most about this collection was the emphasis on noncommercially available materials produced by young designers as well as
prototype materials from food waste, for example.
Visiting the galleries I saw examples of such materials, pictured above are
samples of materials that illustrate qualities of candies in their color, texture
and layering. Also ‘Faber Futures’ dyed silk scarves that are produced using
extreme biotechnologies by harnessing bacteria as pigment.

SCIN Gallery
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INSTITUTE OF MAKING | MATERIAL LIBRARY
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Institute of Making
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Institute of Making | University College of London
Liz Corbin, Researcher and PhD Candidate
www.instituteofmaking.org.uk
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The Institute of Making (IoM) has been my primary inspiration for
challenging the way material research and making can converge. This
collection of materials lives between specimen jars and shelves of curated
samples. But inspiration has an outlet at the IoM because there is also a
MakeSpace in house. Student and staff of the University can join the space
to explore and create (with the help of on-site researchers and makers). The
public can also join in on designated Public Open Days that span master
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classes in making, in-depth explorations of individual materials and even a
Festival of Stuff.
Without classification or a defined taxonomy materials are on display in
various forms, from product to particle. A Bakelite Telephone can find itself
next to a chunk of natural rubber—calling into question the contrast of
synthetic, natural polymers and pure natural materials like ivory. Within the
physical space each sample is identified by a numeric code that corresponds
to a categorization sheet listing all known information: material name,
‘also known as’, state, category, short description, donated or found by,
chemical symbol, keywords and most importantly curiosities. This particular
annotation makes the collection approachable, calling out properties in
materials that the viewer can relate to. For example in the description of an a
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thermochromic heat-sensitive paper the presence of leuco dye is explained.
Micro-capsules of this material are contained within this two-toned paper
and when heat is present a reaction is created which renders the surface
dye colorless allowing the pigment below to reveal itself. Our daily familiarity
with this paper comes in the form of paper receipts, like the one you get
at the grocery store, the sum of each item purchased is printed using a
“thermal printer”.
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Meeting with researcher Liz Corbin, we discussed my thesis, the research,
results and how my system of navigation can be applied to the IoM
collection. Liz has observed the same challenges that brought me to my
thesis. The library requires constant encouragement for the visitor to interact
and explore. When no one is available in the collection to prompt the visitor
or answer questions the visitor is reluctant to interact with the materials.
The IoM is in the process of integrating visitors into the material experience
by introducing a new interactive Materials Library App. This App allows
the user to search materials through various classifications digitally but
also while visiting the collection. Each material in the collection is entered
into the database accompanied by the traditional technical information
available, like material composition and chemical symbol, in addition to a
detailed description. These descriptions range from an experience the user
can expect when handling the material, the way it looks, feels, or smells
along with examples of its use(s). This interactive database is unique in
highlighting these materials ‘curiosities’’ or outstanding properties that
intrigue. Transformative, optical, Nano, florescent, edible, and damaged to
name a few.
Absorbing this material experience first hand, I was visiting during the
release of the Materials Library App. This Public Event allowed visitors to
explore the App in the IoM along with several other interactive activities
including materials speed dating. I helped orchestrate this activity,
participants were given a closed box of several samples and asked to
describe them based on observation and experience. The most charming
and delightful material in the box would earn a second ‘date’.

Institute of Making
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SCIENCE MUSEUM
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Science Museum
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a.
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b.

Science Museum | London

Challenge of Materials Exhibition
www.sciencemuseum.org.uk

Science Museum
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c.

d.
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“The challenge of materials is to discover
How and why materials differ from one another
How to select the right materials for the job
How to manipulate materials to manufacture an end product
How best to dispose of used materials”
The Challenge of Materials exhibition is composed of several displays all
about how we choose, use and dispose of materials. Starting with how
a material is chosen to produce a particular object. For example a latex
balloons, latex is extremely elastic and also impermeable which allows it to
hold air (image a). In my favorite display ‘From Raw Materials to end Product’
the ingredients used to manufacture a sweater, model airplane, glass, and
scissors are extracted to illustrate the means of production (image b).
An emphasis on life cycle was the take away from the ‘Getting rid of it’
display that dates back to the 90s. Wall text explains the responsibility of
the individual to make decisions that are best for the environment long
term, in this case extracting the recyclable components of a car (image c).
Most like a material library the ‘Perception of Materials’ display challenges
how we choose materials based on their feeling of ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ for
the intended application. This display shows real versus faux materials from
wicker to wood (image d).
“Challenge of Materials.” Science Museum. Exhibition Road, London SW7
2DD South Kingston. 13 October 2014.

Science Museum
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DESIGN MUSEUM
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Design Museum
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Design Museum | Collection Lab
Material Lab Exhibition
www.designmuseum.org
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A component of the Collection Lab exhibition at the Design Museum;
this display of materials offers a hands-on experience for visitors to
interact with the types of materials designers employ in their process.
Materials are included in this exhibition along with highlights from the
permanent collection to encourage the viewer to consider the design and
manufacturing process and how their choices affect the user.

Design Museum
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VICTORIA & ALBERT MUSEUM
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Victoria & Albert Museum
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Victoria and Albert Museum
Materials & Techniques Room
The Dr. Susan Weber Gallery
www.vam.ac.uk
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The Materials & Techniques Room at the Victoria & Albert Museum is
like the Institute of Making meeting a Museum. Process, technique and
craftsmanship comes to life in these corridors of ceramics and furniture.
Masterworks are paired along side detailed information of process and
construction methods like how gold leaf is applied and the anatomy of
upholstery.

Victoria & Albert Museum
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ARCHIVE | MUSEUMS

The Magic Circle | Museum of Brands, Packaging & Advertising
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Archives & Museums
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The Magic Circle | Library and Archive
Terry Weight, Dep Exec Librarian
www.themagiccircle.co.uk
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I requested a visit to The Magic Circle Library and Archive. Though it is not
a material library in itself, any collection of objects and ephemera specific to
one subject, in the case magic, is interesting to me. Terry Weight gave me
a tour of the collection composed of books, videos, images, and objects all
relating to magic.
There is a lending library for reference but access to the remainder of the
collection is available only to members of this Society of Magicians, which
requires recommendation and interviews for acceptance into the most
prestigious magic club in the world. This single image, to the left, shows
numerous props and objects used by famed magicians dating back to 1901.
Needless to say it was a magical visit.

Image: Magic Circle Collection. photograph, viewed December 2013,
<http://www.mzine.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2011
				
/03/MagicCircleMuseum1.jpg>.

The Magic Circle
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Museum of Brands, Packaging, and Advertising | London
The Robert Opie Collection
www.museumofbrands.com

Imagine walking into a time capsule with artifacts from the Victorian Era to
today. You would see toys, objects and food packaging collaged from floor
to ceiling. This is the exact experience found in the Museum of Brands, a
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trove of popular culture souvenirs and every-day ephemera. This collection
is curated by year and includes postcards from 1894, the first Monopoly
game of 1936, and Maxwell House Coffee containers from 1892 – 2004.
This archive culminates in an informational display about the innovation
of packaging materials and methods over the last 200 years form ceramic
vessels to disposable polymers. An overwhelming history indeed.
No photographs allowed. Postcard images from the Robert Opie Collection.

Museum of Brands
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FOUND COLLECTIONS | MATERIAL CULTURE
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Found Collections
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Fan New Trimmings Ltd. | 22 Noel Street, London
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All Saints | 192-196 Ingram Street, Glasgow
Found Collections
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Tincan | 7 Upper James Street, London
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The Lighthouse | 11 Mitchell Lane, Glasgow
Found Collections
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Bill, Max. Form, Function, Beauty = Gestalt.
Trans. Pamela Johnston and Claire Barrett.
London: Architectural Association, 2010.

Miodownik, Mark. Stuff Matters: The
Strange Stories of the Marvellous
Materials That Shape Our Man-made
World. London: Penguin Group, 2014.
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Howes, Philip, and Zoe Laughlin.
Material Matters: New Materials in
Design. London: Black Dog Publishing,
2012.

Moran, Anna, and Sorcha O’Brien.
Love Objects: Emotion, Design and
Material Culture. London: Bloomsbury
Academic, 2014.
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